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We construct a covariant functor from the category whose objects are the com-
plex, infinite dimensional, separable Hilbert spaces and whose morphisms are the
contractions into the category whose objects are the unital C*-algebras and whose
morphisms are the completely positive, identity-preserving maps. The C*-algebras
involved are isomorphic to the Cuntz algebra O and our functor extends the
canonical action of the group of unitaries on the generating Hilbert space. Our
result cannot apply to On , n<.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In the study of C*-algebras associated to Hilbert spaces it is possible, in
some cases, to determine a functorial correspondence between the category
of Hilbert spaces and contractions and the category of C*-algebras and
completely positive maps.
An example has been given by R. V. Kadison in [8], where the
C*-algebra associated to a complex Hilbert space is the Canonical
Anticommutation Relations (CAR) C*-algebra. Moreover D. Voiculescu in
[10] considers the C*-algebra generated by the self-adjoint parts of the
elements running over the complex Hilbert space generating the Cuntz
algebra; associating with a real Hilbert space Hr the above C*-subalgebra
of the Cuntz algebra or its bicommutant in the Fock representation
(isomorphic to the type II1 factor of the free group on dim Hr generators)
he respectively gets two functors between the corresponding categories.
This motivates our study about the possibility to construct a new
functorial correspondence from the category whose objects are the complex
Hilbert spaces and whose morphisms are the contractions into the category
whose objects are the Cuntz algebras and whose morphisms are the com-
pletely positive unital maps.
In a more special context related results have been obtained by
B. Ku mmerer and S. Speicher in [11].
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In [1] Cuntz showed that n isometries [i]ni=1 , n=2, 3, ...,  satisfying
i*j=$ij I, 1i, jn (1.1)
and, for n<,
:
n
i=1
ii*=I (1.2)
(I denote the identity operator) generate a unique C*-algebra On .
We recall here that a Hilbert space in a C*-algebra A with identity I is
a norm closed subspace H of A such that *$ # CI, whenever , $ # H;
if n=dim H< (or if A is a von Neumann algebra) there is a projection
1H # A, the support of H, defined by
1H= :
n
i=1
ii* (1.3)
where the sum runs over an orthonormal basis of H (if dim H= the
series in (1.3) converges in the strong operator topology).
Note that, by the relations (1.1), the closed linear span of the i ,
i=1, ..., n, gives a Hilbert space in On which is called the canonical Hilbert
space.
An alternative construction of the Cuntz algebra bringing out the role of
the canonical space has been formulated by S. Doplicher and J. E. Roberts
in [2] for the finite case, but generalizable for the infinite case [5]: starting
from an n-dimensional Hilbert space H, it is possible to construct the
C*-algebra On , in such a way that once H is realized in the C*-algebra
obtained, then it is just the canonical space.
From both the approaches it is possible to obtain a uniqueness theorem
for the Cuntz algebra On ; as a consequence, every unitary U on the canoni-
cal Hilbert space H induces a unique automorphism :U on On such that
:U ()=U,  # H.
Therefore On is a universal object and the C*-system (On , :) is defined as
the pair consisting of the C*-algebra generated by a n-dimensional Hilbert
space and the continuous homomorphism
:: U(H)  Aut On
of the group of the unitaries on H, equipped with the strong topology, into
the group of automorphisms of On , equipped with the pointwise norm
convergence topology.
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Our main result states that in the infinite case the canonical action can
be extended to a map
,: B(H)1  CPI (O),
where B(H)1 denotes the set of contractions on H and CPI (O) denotes
the set of completely positive, unital maps on O (Theorem 2.1).
On the other hand, we show that if n< then the canonical action of
U(n) cannot be extended as above.
We furthermore study the case of the generalized Cuntz-algebra OH con-
structed from the Hilbert space H, considered as an object in a unital
C*-algebra following the procedure described in Section 4 of [4]. OH is a
simple C*-algebra (if dim H>1) and it is isomorphic to the Cuntz algebra
On if n=dim H is finite. However, if H is an infinite-dimensional separable
Hilbert space, OH contains O in a canonical fashion as a proper sub-
algebra and it is generated by subspaces (Hr, H s), r, s # N0 , consisting of
all bounded linear operators between tensor powers of H [6].
We show that a contraction B on the infinite dimensional Hilbert space
H determines a completely positive unital map ,(B) # CPI (OH) iff B is a
coisometry; in this case the map obtained is a weakly continuous extension
of the map defined on its proper subalgebra O (Theorem 3.1).
2
2.1. Theorem. Let H be a complex, infinite dimensional, separable
Hilbert space; then, identifying H with the canonical Hilbert space in the Cuntz
algebra O , every contraction B on H induces a completely positive map ,(B)
on O , such that
,(B)(i1 } } } ir *j1 } } } *js)=Bi1 } } } Bir(Bj1)* } } } (Bjs)*, i1 , ..., js # H.
We have
,(B1B2)=,(B1) ,(B2), B1 , B2 # B(H)1 ; ,(I )=id.
In particular, if B is a unitary, then ,(B) is the automorphism defined by the
canonical action of U(H) on O ; if B=0, then ,(0)(X )=limn n*Xn=
|F (X ) I, X # O , where the sequence n*Xn is norm converging and |F is
the Fock state [5].
Proof. In order to establish this theorem, we examine the following
possibilities for B.
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(a) Suppose B is an isometry; as a consequence of the Cuntz unique-
ness theorem [1], every isometry B on the canonical Hilbert space,
generating the C*-algebra O , induces a unique endomorphism ,(B) on
O such that ,(B) =B,  # H.
(b) Suppose B is a coisometry; it is useful to consider the Evans
(irreducible) representation of O in the full Fock space
1(H)= 

n=0
H } n,
where H } 0 is a one dimensional Hilbert space spanned by a unit vector
0, the vacuum [7]. Define a linear map oF : H  B(1(H)) by
oF ()(1 } } } n)=1 } } } n ,
oF () 0=,
, i # H;
then oF ()* oF ($)=(, $) I, , $ # H, and hence the C*-algebra
generated by [oF (),  # H], the set of left creation operators on 1(H), is
isomorphic to O .
Moreover, each coisometry B on H determines functorially the coisometry
1(B)=n=0 B
} n on 1(H), such that
1(B) 1  } } } n=B1 } } } Bn
1(B) 0=0.
The following map, determined by B,
Ad 1(B): X [ 1(B) X1(B)*,
defines a completely positive, unital map on the Cuntz algebra O , in the
Fock representation, since the action on the algebraic basis monomials is
given by
1(B) oF (i1 } } } ir *j1 } } } *js) 1(B)*=oF (Bi1 } } } Bir(Bj1)* } } } (Bjs)*).
Now let B be a contraction; then we can express B as a product of
isometries and coisometries. Indeed, using the polar decomposition, we can
write B=W |B|, where W is an isometry or a coisometry (according to the
sign of the index of B); moreover, every positive contraction can be
expressed as the compression of a suitable projection [13, Problem 177].
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Now if a projection in B(H) has infinite rank, then it is the final projection
of a suitable isometry in B(H); conversely, if a projection has finite rank,
then it can be expressed as a product of infinite rank projections in B(H).
The above remarks, the results obtained in cases (a) and (b), and
the functoriality of , allow us to determine the completely positive map
,(B) for any contraction B: If B=>n&1i=1 Vi , where Vi : Hi  Hi+1 is a
coisometry or an isometry, for i=1, ..., n&1 and H1=H=Hn , then
,(B)=>n&1i=1 ,(Vi), where ,(Vi): C*(Hi)  C*(Hi+1) and C*(Hi) is the
C*-algebra generated by the Hilbert space Hi , which is isomorphic
to O . K
In conclusion, there exists a functor , between the category with objects
the complex, infinite dimensional, separable Hilbert spaces and with
morphisms the contractions, and the category with objects the C*-algebras
and with morphisms the completely positive, unital maps; , has been
constructed following the diagram
wwwwwwwH B H$
, ,
O&C*(H) ww
,(B) C*(H$)&O
We remark that , is continuous on the morphisms when the set of con-
tractions is equipped with the strong topology and the set of completely
positive maps with the strong topology of pointwise norm-convergence; in
other words, , provides a generalization of the C*-system (O , :).
The preceding theorem, together with the main properties of the one-
parameter semigroups on Banach spaces and their generators [12,
Corollary 3.1.7], allows us to infer the following
2.2. Corollary. If [Bt , t0] is a strongly continuous semigroup of
contractions on a Hilbert space H with generator R, then there exists a
strongly continuous semigroup [,(Bt), t0] of completely positive maps on
O with generator d,(R) such that
d,(R)(i1 } } } ir *j1 } } } *js)
= :
r
k=1
(i1 } } } Rik } } } ir *j1 } } } *js)+ :
s
h=1
(i1 } } } ir *j1 } } } (Rjh)* } } } *js)
for i1 , ..., js # D(R) (=domain of R), r, s # N0 and the set
D=linear span[i1 } } } ir *j1 } } } *js ; i1 , ..., js # N; r, s # N0 ; i1 , ..., js # D(R)]
is a core for d,(R).
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2.3. Corollary. The identity map and the map |F ( } ) I on O are
homotopic; the homotopy is defined by the following function:
t # [0, 1]  ,(tI ) # CPI (O).
2.4. Remark. A contraction B on the finite-dimensional Hilbert space H,
generating the C*-algebra On , induces a completely positive map ,(B) on
On iff B is a unitary.
This result is connected to the structure of On ; more explicitly, On is the
unique C*-algebra containing H as a Hilbert space with support 1H=I
and generated by H. Thus ,(B) is well defined if
,(B) \ :
n
i=1
ii*+=B :
n
i=1
ii*B*=BB*=I;
hence B is a unitary.
The converse is a consequence of the Cuntz uniqueness theorem.
3
3.1. Theorem. Let H be an infinite dimensional, separable Hilbert space
and let OH be the extended Cuntz algebra covariantly associated to H ; then
a contraction B on H induces a completely positive, unital map ,(B) on OH
such that ,(B) =B,  # H, if and only if B is a coisometry.
Proof. Let B: H  H be a contraction. We try to define ,(B) in a con-
structive way: if X=i1 } } } ir+k *jr } } } *j1 # (H
r, H r+k); r, r+k0, k # Z, it
is natural to define ,(B)(X )=B} r+kXB*} r.
If ,(B) extends to a linear mapping of OH into itself it is necessary that
this mapping be compatible with the inductive system [(H r, H r+k), r # N]
by tensoring on the right by I ; i.e.,
,(B)(XI )=,(B)(X )I.
Thus we deduce that
B} r+kXB*} rBB*=B} r+kXB*} rI ;
in particular, BB*=I.
Now we determine ,(B) when B is a coisometry.
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On the subspace (H r, H s)/OH , r, s # N0 , ,(B) can be defined as the
ultraweakly continuous map
,(B)(X)=B} sXB*} r, X # (H r, H s).
Moreover, (H r, H s) & O#K(H r, H s), the set of compact operators from
H r to H s, is ultraweakly dense in (H r, H s).
On this ground and in view of Theorem (2.1) we wish to search a
representation of O which extends to a representation of OH for which the
completely positive map X  ,(B)(X ), X # O/OH , is weakly continuous.
Let S(A) denote the set of states of a C*-algebra A and let (?| , H| , !|)
be the GNS representation associated with each | # S(A). We define the
set of states | of O such that the Hilbert space ?|(H) has support I in
B(H|):
SI (O)=[| # S(O): 1?|(H)=I]
=[| |O : | # S(OH), locally normal].
We form
? = [?| : | # SI (O)]
?~ = [?| : | # S(OH), | locally normal],
then ?~ is a representation of OH on a suitable Hilbert space H and by con-
struction ?~ |O=? .
In this representation, since locally normal, we have O/OH/O" and
we can show that the map X  ,(B) X is weakly continuous of O into
itself.
To this end we prove that | b ,(B)#|$ is a vector state for each
| # SI (O); it is sufficient to show that |$ is locally normal, that is
?|$ \ :
n
i=1
ii*+ wwn   I
in the sense of the strong convergence; or equivalently that
(x, ?|$ \ :
n
i=1
ii*+ y) wwn   (x, y)
for x, y elements of a total set in H|$ . But this result is immediate: choosing
x=?|$ (X ) !|$ and y=?|$ (Y ) !|$ , where X, Y #  (H r, H s) & O , we
deduce that
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(x, ?|$ \ :
n
i=1
ii*+ y)
=(!|$ , ?|$ \X* :
n
i=1
ii*Y+ !|$)
=|$ \X* :
n
i=1
i i*Y+
=| b ,(B) \X* :
n
i=1
ii*Y+ wwn   | b ,(B)(X*Y),
since ,(B) is ultraweakly continuous and | is normal on (H r, H s),
r, s # N0 .
Thus ,(B) is a weakly continuous, completely positive, unital map on
O . From the Stinespring Theorem [9], there exists a representation ? of
O on a Hilbert space K containing H as a cyclic subspace such that
,(B)(X)=E?(X ) |H , X # O , where E is the projection of K on H ; but then,
? is a direct sum of representations ?| , | # S(O), | locally normal, thus
? is weakly continuous and hence it extends to a representation of OH ;
consequently ,(B) extends, weakly, to a completely positive map of OH . K
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